Abstract-In cloud radio access network (C-RAN), remote radio heads (RRHs) and users are uniformly distributed in a large area such that the channel matrix can be considered as sparse. Based on this phenomenon, RRHs only need to detect the relatively strong signals from nearby users and ignore the weak signals from far users, which is helpful to develop low-complexity detection algorithms without causing much performance loss. However, before detection, RRHs require to obtain the realtime user activity information by the dynamic grant procedure, which causes the enormous latency. To address this issue, in this paper, we consider a grant-free C-RAN system and propose a low-complexity Bernoulli-Gaussian message passing (BGMP) algorithm based on the sparsified channel, which jointly detects the user activity and signal. Since active users are assumed to transmit Gaussian signals at any time, the user activity can be regarded as a Bernoulli variable and the signals from all users obey a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution. In the BGMP, the detection functions for signals are designed with respect to the Bernoulli-Gaussian variable. Numerical results demonstrate the robustness and effectivity of the BGMP. That is, for different sparsified channels, the BGMP can approach the mean-square error (MSE) of the genie-aided sparse minimum mean-square error (GA-SMMSE) which exactly knows the user activity information. Meanwhile, the fast convergence and strong recovery capability for user activity of the BGMP are also verified.
I. INTRODUCTION
To support massive data demands in wireless communications, cloud radio access network (C-RAN) emerges as a candidate for the next generation network architecture, which can significantly improve spectral efficiency and energy efficiency [1] - [3] . Unlike traditional multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems, C-RAN consists of hundreds of remote radio heads (RRHs) deployed in a large area and a pool of baseband units (BBUs) centralized in a data cloud center. All RRHs collect signals from users and merge all signals to BBUs for signal recovery.
In order to reliably recover signals with low complexity, a promising detection method is the message passing algorithm based on factor graph [4] - [7] , which transforms the optimal cost function for signal recovery into the iterative calculations among nodes in the factor graph. For different networks, the message passing algorithm need to be specially designed. In C-RAN, affected by the path loss, the signals from far users are very weak when arrive at RRHs, which results in a nearly sparse channel. Authors in [8] proved that the C-RAN channel could be sparsified without causing much performance loss, where RRHs only needed to detect the relatively strong signals from nearby users and ignored the weak signals from far users. The channel sparsification is helpful to develop low-complexity message passing algorithms. Nevertheless, due to different statistic distributions of channels, the Gaussian message passing (GMP) algorithms proposed for the MU-MIMO [9] - [11] cannot be directly extended to the C-RAN. As a result, authors in [12] , [13] proposed a sparse message passing algorithm for the C-RAN with the sparsified channel [8] .
However, in the above works [8] - [13] , receivers are assumed to exactly know the real-time user activity information and then detect the signals for active users. In practice, the user activity information is obtained by the complicated grant procedure. When the number of users is large and the activity of each user changes at any time, the dynamic grant procedure causes the enormous latency. To address this issue, authors in [14] , [15] considered a grant-free C-RAN system and proposed a modified Bayesian compressive sensing and a hybrid generalized approximate message passing (GAMP) respectively, which were to estimate the channel state information and user activity. However, in [14] , [15] , the channel models do not take into account the geographical distributions of RRHs and users and these algorithms do not consider the signal recovery for active users.
In this paper, we consider joint user activity and signal detection over the grant-free C-RAN. Since the activity of each user changes at any time, the user activity can be regarded as a Bernoulli variable at RRHs. Moreover, we assume that active users transmit Gaussian signals and the transmissions of inactive users can be treated as zeros for RRHs. Statistically, the signals from all users obey a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution. Therefore, based on the sparsified channel and corresponding factor graph, we propose a low-complexity Bernoulli-Gaussian message passing (BGMP) algorithm to jointly detect the user activity and signal. In the BGMP, messages passing among nodes and relevant update functions at nodes are associated with the Bernoulli-Gaussian variable. Numerical results demonstrate the robustness and effectivity of the BGMP. That is, for different sparsified channels, the BGMP can approach the mean-square error (MSE) of the genie-aided sparse minimum mean-square error (GA-SMMSE) which exactly knows the user activity information. Moreover, the fast convergence and strong recovery capability for user activity of the BGMP are also verified. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
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where ∈ ℛ × denotes the channel matrix from users to the -th RRH, is the transmit power allocated to each user, ∈ ℛ ×1 is the transmitted signal from users, and ∈ ℛ ×1 is a Gaussian noise vector obeying (0,
where , is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) fading coefficient obeying (0, 1/ ), , is the geographic distance between the -th user and the -th RRH, and is a path loss exponent. Note that − , denotes the path loss from the -th user to the -th RRH. Here, we assume that the -th RRH perfectly knows channel state information . Due to the effect of path loss, the received signals from far users are drastically degraded such that RRHs can ignore the detections for far users without causing much performance loss [8] . The channel sparsification can provide a sparse factor graph to develop low-complexity message passing algorithms [12] , [13] . Therefore, as [12] , [13] , we set a distance threshold 0 to sparsify the channel in Fig. 1 . Specifically, the ( , )-th entryĥ , of sparsified channel matrixˆiŝ
Then, Eq. (1) is rewritten as
is an interference vector of length . The variance of the -th entry of is
whereh , is the ( , )-th entry of˜, is the -th entry of , = 1, ..., and = 1, ..., .
Note that in the grant-free C-RAN, RRHs cannot obtain the user activity information in advance. Thus, the user activity can be regarded as a Bernoulli variable at the RRHs. Moreover, we assume that active users transmit Gaussian signals. The transmissions of inactive users can be treated as zeros for RRHs. Statistically, entries of obey a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution. That is,
, with probability , where 0 < < 1 is the probability of user activity and the power of is normalized to 1. Our goal is to develop a lowcomplexity message passing algorithm based on the sparsified channel, which jointly detects the user activity and signal. To identify active users and recover their signals, we propose a Bernoulli-Gaussian message passing (BGMP) algorithm for the C-RAN with the sparsified channel. To simplify the analysis, Bernoulli-Gaussian vector is transformed into the componentwise product of a Bernoulli vector obeying i.i.d. ℬ (1, ) and a Gaussian vector obeying
III. BERNOULLI-GAUSSIAN MESSAGE PASSING
where and are independent of each other and ∘ refers to the element-wise multiplication. Thus, the recovery for is transformed into the joint recovery for and . Fig. 2 shows the factor graph of the C-RAN, where antennas of all RRHs, users, , and are denoted as sum, variable, Bernoulli, and Gaussian nodes respectively.
As the signal detection in conventional message passing algorithms, such as GMP algorithm [9] and belief propagation
3. Bernoulli-Gaussian message updates between the -th sum node of the -th RRH and the -th variable node including Bernoulli node and Gaussian node , = 1, ..., , = 1, ..., , and = 1, ..., . Messages along edges consist of non-zero probability of and mean and variance of .
(BP) decoding of LDPC code [16] , in the proposed BGMP algorithm, we decompose the global calculation based on the full channel matrix into many local calculations at nodes in the factor graph. This is efficient to reduce the computation complexity. Note that the messages in GMP or BP decoding relate to Gaussian or discrete signals. Different from GMP and BP decoding, the messages in the BGMP are associated with both Bernoulli and Gaussian signals. Fig. 3 illustrates the update processes of messages between sum nodes and variable nodes in the BGMP algorithm. To be specific, we present message updates at sum and variable nodes as follows.
A. Bernoulli-Gaussian Message Update at Sum Node
For simplicity, we consider the detection for user at the -th RRH, where user is nearby the -th RRH, i.e., ℎ , = 1, = 1, ..., . Fig. 3(a) shows the update process for messages passing from the -th sum node of the -th RRH to the -th variable node. Then, we rewrite Eq. (2) as
+ , = {1, ..., }, and ∈ ∖ denotes that ∈ and ∕ = . Due to independent transmissions of all users, based on the central limit theorem, can be regarded as a Gaussian variable with mean and variance . At the -th iteration,
where [ ] and [ ] denote the expectation and variance of variable , → ( ) and → ( ) are the mean and variance of , and → ( ) is the non-zero probability of . These input messages associated with and are from the -th variable node. Based on these priori inputs, the -th sum node of the -th RRH outputs mean → ( ) and variance → ( ) for , and non-zero probability → ( ) for , which are sent to the -th variable node.
1) Gaussian message update for
where 2) Bernoulli message update for :
where ( , , ) is the standard Gaussian probability density function (PDF) with respect to variable whose mean is and variance is . Let initial non-zero probability vector (0) = [ 1→ (0), ..., → (0)] be = 0.5 × 1, where 1 denotes the all-ones vector.
B. Bernoulli-Gaussian Message Update at Variable Node
As shown in Fig. 3(b) , we present the update process for messages passing from the -th variable node to the -th sum node of the -th RRH. At first, let¯= [¯1, ...,¯] , = [¯1, ...,¯] be the priori mean and variance of , and = [¯1, ...,¯] be the priori non-zero probability of . We assume that¯= 0,¯= −1 , and¯= , ∈ . Then, based on the estimated messages from all sum nodes, at the ( + 1)-th iteration, the -th variable node outputs mean → ( + 1) and variance → ( + 1) for , and non-zero probability → ( +1) for , which are sent to the -th sum node of the -th RRH.
1) Gaussian message update for
According to the update rules of Gaussian message [9] - [11] , PDF of the output Gaussian message from a variable node is the normalized product of PDFs of the input Gaussian messages. Therefore, we can obtain
where
denote the mean and variance vectors associated with from all sum nodes, ∈ ℳ, ∈ , ℳ={1, ..., }, = {1, ..., }, and ∖{ , } denotes that ∕ = if and only if = .
2) Bernoulli message update for : By combining nonzero probability
×1 associated with from all sum nodes, where ∈ ℳ and ∈ , we can obtain
Considering a large amount of probability multiplications in Eq. (10) easily cause the storage overflow in the simulations, we transform probability calculations into log-likelihood ratio (LLR) calculations by using function ( ) = log 1− = −log( −1 − 1). Specifically, we denote the LLR forms of and → ( ) asl = ℒ(¯) and ℓ → ( ) = ℒ( → ( )) respectively. Then, Eq. (10) is transformed into
where initialization of (0) = ℒ( (0)) is 0. Correspondingly, input message → ( ) of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) is equal to [tanh(
C. Decision and Output of BGMP
The BGMP algorithm is performed iteratively between the sum nodes and variable nodes, where Eq. (5)-Eq. (7) are the update functions for messages at sum nodes, and Eq. (8)-Eq. (11) are the update functions for messages at variable nodes. The whole iterative process is stop until when the preset maximum iterative number is reached or the MSE requirement is satisfied. According to the message passing rules [9] , [16] , the decision depends on the full messages at the Gaussian and Bernoulli nodes which combine priori messages and input messages from sum nodes together. The full messages of mean and variance of are denoted as˜and˜respectively, and those of non-zero probability and the corresponding LLR of are denoted as˜andl respectively. The -th entries of˜,˜,˜, andl, ∈ , arẽ
Based on Eq. (12)-Eq. (15), the -th entry of final estimatioñ of is˜= { 1, whenl > 0, 0, whenl ≤ 0, and the final estimation˜of is˜=˜∘˜∘˜.
D. Complete BGMP Algorithm
Now we present the complete process of BGMP algorithm. Assume ∈ ℳ, ∈ , and
× be the whole matrix. We define ( ) as the set of neighbors of the -th node, which denotes that there is a edge connecting the -th node and any -th node,
. The output of function sign( ) is equal to 1 when > 0 and 0 when ≤ 0. The complete BGMP algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed BGMP algorithm over the grant-free C-RAN system. We assume that the RRHs and users are uniformly located over a square network whose side length is 5 km. The path loss exponent is 2.25. The number of RRHs and users is = 120 and = 200, where each RRH has = 10 antennas and the probability of user activity = 0.3. The maximum iteration number of the BGMP algorithm is max = 50. The average receive signal-to-noise ratio (RSNR) is
. We measure the performances in terms of the average MSE and user state error (USE), i.e., MSE = 
A. Benchmark Detections
To evaluate recovery accuracy of the BGMP algorithm, we present three benchmark detections: genie-aided minimum mean-square error (GA-MMSE), genie-aided sparse MMSE (GA-SMMSE), and general SMMSE, where the genie aid denotes that the detector knows the non-zero locations of in advance and the sparseness denotes that the detector , ∈ ( ), do 5 :
14: 
19: end 20: Output:˜= sign(l), and˜=˜∘˜∘ẽ xploits sparsified matrixˆinstead of original matrix . The estimations of these detectors are
where ∖{0} denotes that the entries with respect to the zeros locations of are excluded. Since the GA-MMSE and GA-SMMSE exactly know the non-zeros locations of , they can provide the ideal limit and lower-bound performances respectively. In contrast, the SMMSE only makes use ofŝ o that it provides the upper-bound performance.
B. Complexity Comparison
Note that the realizable SMMSE detector has a computational complexity of ( 3 + 2 + ). In contrast, we discuss the computational complexity of the BGMP. By defining channel sparsity ofˆas the ratio of the number of non-zero entries to that of all entries, the number of edges in the factor graph is . In each iteration, the message update along one edge requires 20 multiplication/division, and 2 exponent/logarithm operations. Therefore, the computational complexity of the proposed BGMP is ( max ). As decreases, the BGMP can achieve very low complexity.
C. MSE Performance Comparison
In Fig. 4 , we give the MSEs of the proposed BGMP, GA-MMSE, GA-SMMSE, and SMMSE over the C-RAN system, where distance threshold 0 = 3.5 km and channel sparsity = 0.7. Note that the MSE curve of the BGMP is very close to that of GA-MMSE and GA-SMMSE at the entire range of RSNRs and the gap between the MSE curves of the BGMP and GA-SMMSE is less than 3 dB at the high RSNRs. Compared with the SMMSE, the BGMP has about 5dB performance gain. Moreover, we also present the MSEs of GAMP [6] and basis pursuit de-noising (BPDN) [17] . It is noticed that the GAMP still achieves high MSE even when the RSNR is high and MSE of BPDN just converges that of SMMSE, where max for GAMP and BPDN is also 50. 
D. BGMP Convergence and USE Performance
E. Effect of Channel Sparsity
To investigate the robustness of the BGMP, in Fig. 6 we provide the MSEs of the BGMP, GA-MMSE, and GA-SMMSE over the C-RAN with different channel sparsity and RSNRs. By directly changing the values of 0 , changes from a small value near 0 to 1 accordingly. Fig. 6 shows that for each RSNR, the MSE of the BGMP is close to that of GA-SMMSE at the entire range of . In addition, as the RSNR increases, the gaps between the MSE curves of GA-MMSE and GA-SMMSE become large. The reason is that eligible 0 increases with the RNSR [8] , which results in the increases of eligible .
Moreover, we present the USEs of the BGMP with different and RSNRs. Fig. 6 illustrates that for a given RSNR, almost does not affect the USE performance for the BGMP.
Furthermore, in the random network, the distance between each user and each RRH is different so that the variances of entries ofˆare different. As a result, the entries of are independent but differently distributed. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 further verify that the BGMP is robust to the statistical distribution of channel.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a low-complexity BernoulliGaussian message passing (BGMP) algorithm for the grantfree C-RAN system. Based on the sparsified channel, the BGMP could jointly detect user activity and signal with low complexity. Numerical results showed that for different Fig. 4 . MSE Curves of the proposed BGMP, GA-MMSE, GA-SMMSE, SMMSE, GAMP [6] and BPDN [17] . GA-MMSE, GA-SMMSE, and SMMSE provide the limit, lower-bound, and upper-bound performances respectively. The MSE of the proposed BGMP approaches that of the GA-SMMSE at available RSNRs and has performance loss just within 3 dB at high RSNRs. sparsified channels, the BGMP took less iterations to approach the MSE of the GA-SMMSE and low USEs. In the future work, we will provide the convergence analysis for the BGMP. 
